A new very short proof of the counting formula for Young tableaux is given. Its equivalence with the hook formula is easy to establish.
Given integers a i > . . . > a, 2 0 the corresponding Young tableau is that part of an a, x n matrix consisting of all (i,j) entries with n >j > 1, aj > i > 1. The problem which we discuss here is: In how many ways can the integers l,..., Cy ai be placed into the entries of the a, ,..., a, Young tableau so that any row and any column forms an increasing sequence? We call this number F(ai ,..., a,) and we give a new formula for F(u, ,..., a,). The known solution for this problem (see [ 1, 21 for more details) is by the so-called hook formula which can be easily derived from our formula.
Notice that F(u, ,..., a,) is the unique solution for difference equation (1) under initial conditions (2~(4).
rp(a I,***, a,) = p(a* -1, a2 ,..., a,) + qqUl ) u2 -l)..., a,) + ***+(o(a I,..., a,-,,a,-1),
da, 3***3 a,-, 7 0) = ~(a,,..., a,-,), (2) (o(O,..., 0) = 1,
If for some l<i<n-1,
Equation (1) states that the integer Cy aj has to be placed at the lower end of the columns in the tableau. Conditions (2)-(4) are obvious. Note also that (l)-(4) define a unique solution. Now we state our
where S, is the symmetric group acting on {I,..., n), S = 2: a,, L,,"..,,) = Wn,! *-* n,!) and a(x) is the sign of the permutation x E S,.
ProoJ We only have to show that (5) satisfies (l)-(4). That is satisfies (1) is clear because it is a linear combination of multinomial coefftcients and multinomial coefficients satisfy (1) . To see (2) , notice that if a, = 0, then the only nonzero terms in (5) are those where rr E S, satisfies n(n) = n, and so it reduces to 1 S o(n) = F(a I ,..., a, -J.
ZES,-, a,+7r(l)-l,..., a,-,+n(n-1)-(n-1) If a, = . . . = a, = 0 in (3) the only nonzero term is that for the identity permutation so we get 1. To see (4), let r be the transposition of i, i + 1. The term in (5) for n E S, and that for rrr differ only in sign. Since r* = id this pairs all terms in (5) and so the sum reduces to zero and (4) follows.
Next we want to exhibit the equivalence of (5) and the hook formula. We refer the reader to [I] for the explanation and conventional proof of the hook formula. After grouping terms in the hook formula, it can be written as F@ 1 ,..., a,) = n (ai sin _ i), n, Cai -i -aj +A * I<, and we want to show the equivalence of (5) and (6). Letting bi = a, + n -i, we can rewrite (6) as (5) is that it has an inclusion-exclusion form. This may indicate that similar formulas can be found for the following more general question: Given a partially ordered set (P, h), how many linear extensions does it have? The problem of counting Young tableaux is a special case, where P is an upper ideal in the product of two chains. We hope to apply the methods of this note to other instances of this general problem.
